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The Gamble General David Petraeus
An advocate of troop withdrawal, Fallon clashed sharply with Petraeus. Resigned in March 2008 amid controversy over his public criticism of the Bush administration. Gen. George Casey Jr. Current U ...

The Gamble: Key Players
Gen. David Petraeus, testifying before the Senate Armed ... criticism of Vice President Joe Biden for persistently advocating the high-risk gamble of adhering to a rigid deadline (Biden ...

Petraeus Hearing: Obama Needs a Victory Plan, Not an Exit Plan
“It is hard to overstate the significance,” said retired Gen. David Petraeus, who oversaw the “surge” of American troops in Iraq in the violent years after the 2003 U.S. invasion. “But there will be ...

Trump takes massive gamble with killing of Iranian commander
The gamble is whether this shift enables the ... Photo: President Barack Obama, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates and General David Petraeus, April 28, 2011 (Official White House Photo by Pete ...

The Realist Prism: Reconciling the New Obama Doctrine With the Old
journalist and author Fred Kaplan tackles the career of David H. Petraeus and follows the four-star general from Bosnia to his commands in Iraq and Afghanistan. Central to the story are ideas of ...

'The Insurgents': Petraeus And A New Kind Of War
The final considerations have to deal with Gen. David Petraeus’ famous remark ... At best, Washington will have to take a strategic gamble in Syria. Nikolas K. Gvosdev is the former editor ...

The Realist Prism: U.S. Faces Strategic Gamble in Syria
A NOTE ABOUT RELEVANT ADVERTISING: We collect information about the content (including ads) you use across this site and use it to make both advertising and content more relevant to you on our ...

Gen. Petraeus on the Limits of Personal Diplomacy
Pew Research Center poll shows 56% of Americans want troops brought home as quickly as possible Obama vows to remove 5,000 in July and 5,000 more by the end of 2011 Military commanders warn swift ...

Obama set for clash with David Petraeus as he announces 10k troops will return to US
Former General David Petraeus believes that drone strikes against the leadership of ISIS is necessary Claims that ISIS could become a hotbed of terror planning ...

Petraeus says the US MUST launch military strikes against ISIS terror army as former general claims to be massively 'disappointed' Iraq has descended into chaos
City To Focus Federal Dollars On Deterring Crime, BlightIn all, Attorney General Eric Holder ... For AmericaRevelations surrounding David Petraeus' affair have prompted the tin foil hat crowd ...

Eric Holder
With that disclosure out of the way, those primaries now behind us, and the general election just months away, it seems an appropriate moment to ring in with some personal thoughts, which may or may ...

Revolution at a Crossroad
I support the President's decision to follow the advice of Generals Petraeus and McChrystal in ... that he will take steps toward adopting General McChrystal's troop level recommendations, setting ...

Lawmakers react to Afghan strategy
The New York Times asserts that the Republicans' true purpose is prevent an elimination of the DC Circuit's "conservative tilt," adding that the GOP is "making a bold gamble" that Democrats will not ...

Warren: Republicans Helping to 'Rig the Court' Through Filibuster of D.C. Circuit Court Nominees
Some text regarding the Treblinka death camp in Nazi-occupied Poland is misleading and ambiguous. And some of it is just plain wrong What the world needs is a strong international agenda that can ...

Opinion, Editorials, Columns and Analysis | National Post
Science fiction, comic book, fantasy, and video game news. Loki and Sylvie come face to face with He Who Remains in the season finale. Here’s his comic book backstory — and what it could mean ...

Hero Complex
The Atlanta industrial market saw record-high absorption and record-low vacancy rates over the last 12 months, according to analysis from CoStar Group.… On July 9, planners at the Federal ...

Search Results
For its 17th year, Mal Vincent's movie fest pays tribute to our Navy, brings a little music to theater, shows off British royalty and introduces one of Norfolk’s earliest Hollywood stars ...
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